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FADE IN:

EXT. COFFEE SHOP - DAY

A short line of people runs down the side of the modern, 
minimalistic coffee-shop. A body scanner with a turnstile at 
the entrance. At the top, a green light blinks, the 
turnstile opens, and a woman walks in.

A man steps into the turnstile. The light blinks red. He 
shrugs, then walks away.

Five people back, a woman in dress-casual city clothes chats 
with her friend. This is ANGELA (28), brown eyes, athletic, 
brown hair with platinum streaks, a casual smile and lack of 
wrinkles around the eyes indicating no history of 
significant depressive episodes.

She holds onto both ends of her thick, red scarf, dangling 
her hands around.

ANGELA
You’re going to love this place. I 
just can’t believe it popped up in 
your delations. Figured you for 
more of smoothie person.

TANIA (30), brown eyes, black hair in a bun, a forced smile 
and slight weariness suggest a recent tragedy resulting in 
temporary mild depression.

She yawns into her soft cotton gloves.

TANIA
My degates.

ANGELA
(dorky voice)

Degaches.

Tania pulls a phone from the pocket of her coat.

TANIA
I guess my tastes have changed.

ON THE PHONE

Scrolls through a menu of locations. The top bar reads 
“Delegations.” She pauses her scrolling on a place called 
“Roma Cafe.”

She flips the phone to face Angela.
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TANIA

Apparently, I like Italian food now 
too.

ANGELA
Looks like I’m rubbing off on you.

They step toward the door. Angela signals for Tania to go 
ahead of her.

ANGELA
First timers.

Steps up.

The scanner blinks green. The turnstile opens. Tania steps 
in. A pale, bald greeter, LOGAN (34) in a grey uniform nods. 
He’s completely non-specific.

LOGAN
Welcome to Coffee Crave, 
Comrade.

Tania yawns. Nods. She waves Angela in.

Angela steps in.

The scanner blinks red.

Angela frowns, confused.

She steps back, then back in. It blinks red again.

LOGAN
Please step aside, Comrade.

ANGELA
No, but I always come here.

Angela pulls out her phone. Scrolls through.

ON THE PHONE

Under the “DELEGATIONS” menu, “Coffee Crave” has a red 
highlight and the text “Out of quota.”

ANGELA
(disappointed)

Oh...

GREETER
Comrade, please--
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ANGELA

But wait. What quota?

Logan sighs, scrolls through his tablet.

LOGAN
I239. Brown eyes. We’ve met our 
quota and can no longer accept I200 
through I400 customers.

ANGELA
Come on. You can’t squeeze me in? 
This is my place.

GREETER
Not anymore.

ANGELA
What about I100s.

LOGAN
We’re fifty percent on blue. But we 
don’t accept customers until six 
months after an I-change. I believe 
Mud Lounge accepts recent I-change 
customers... And just about anyone 
else.

Angela slumps.

LOGAN
If it’s that important to you, you 
can fill out a delegation request 
with the I.C.D. Now, please step 
aside, Comrade.

Tania pushes out the entrance, hooks her arm around 
Angela’s.

TANIA
Didn’t want coffee anyway.

They head off down the street.

INT. OFFICE - DAY

Angela hovers her finger above the glowing keys of a black 
glossy pad. She leans into the screen. Squints. Gives it a 
confused look.

THE SCREEN

It’s translucent rimmed with the same glossy black as the 
keyboard.
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In the corner of the screen, a logo of a globe with 
interlocked hands in it. Next to it reads: “Identity 
Classification Department: Delegations”

Below it, a text field with the label: “Your preferred 
label.” The text entered in it: “Angela”

Below that, another text field. This one labeled: “Your 
I.C.N. (Identity Classification Number).” In it, a long 
string of numbers: “I239A57B901”

A paragraph field below reads:

“Please state in at least 500 words how you believe your 
unique identity and perspective can contribute to the 
culture of Coffee Crave in a way that promotes safety, 
inclusion, and kind-speech.”

Angela hits a few keys. Pauses. Backspace, backspace, 
backspace.

She bites her lip.

LATER

On the screen, five paragraphs of small-point type.

Angela slumps at her desk, her eyes heavy. She types a few 
last keys. Hovers above enter.

Then clicks.

A pleasant ding sounds.

She sighs.

EXT. COFFEE CRAVE - DAY

Angela does a little happy dance. Tania yawns. Angela leans 
in to whisper.

ANGELA
(prissy voice)

Yes, I differ from many I239s in 
that my intensity of eye contact 
promotes a more accepting attitude 
toward I239s in the community, 
blah, blah, blah. I seriously went 
brain dead while typing that thing. 
Can’t believe it worked.

TANIA
Kudos. I don’t think I would have 
had the will.
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Angela steps into the body scanner. It blinks green. She 
skips in.

Tania steps up. It blinks red.

Angela spins around. Eyes Logan.

ANGELA
No.

LOGAN
I’m afraid we’re no longer in your 
delegations.

ANGELA
(to Tania)

Are you an I200?

LOGAN
Comrades, we’re not doing this 
again.

ANGELA
Come on, we just keep bumping each 
other. Just, expand your quota or--

Logan stands, angry.

LOGAN
Please step outside, Comrade. I’m 
not going to ask you again.

Angela bolts past him.

ANGELA
Moron.

Logan frowns. He smashes a button on the wall next to him.

A red alarm flash outside the building as Angela walks 
through the door.

Fear and panic paralyze Angela. Her mouth trembles.

ANGELA
N--no. No, wait. I’m sorry. I--

CUT TO:

EXT. STREET - DAY

Angela’s face smashes against a police cruiser.
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Two officers in SWAT-like gear. The burly one, OFFICER 
DERIAN (46), guides her into the car, her hands cuffed. The 
other one, OFFICER DUBOIS (39), holds the door open.

OFFICER DERIAN
Angela I239A57B901, you’re under 
arrest for inhibiting kind-speech 
and promoting anti-peace attitudes 
in a delegated space. Watch your 
head.

Angela lowers her head. Sits in the car.

Tania stands at the edge of the sidewalk in front of the 
coffee shop. She shakes her head in irritation. Yawns.

Angela looks away.

INT. POLICE CRUISER - LATER

Angela stares down. Her eyes look around as her gears turn.

ANGELA
I feel that I’ve been singled out 
as an I239 for uh... exclusion... 
exclusion from a delegated space.

The officers chuckle.

ANGELA
What? What? I’d like to file an 
exclusion report.

OFFICER DERIAN
Uh huh.

ANGELA
Hey, it’s my right as a proud I239 
to--

OFFICER DUBOIS
You aren’t a proud nothing. In 
here, you have one identity. 
Prisoner.

Angela’s mouth moves to speak, but no words come out. She 
leans back in the seat. Dips her head against the window and 
peers out.

POV lines of people outside all sorts of spaces, some lights 
blink green. Some red.
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EXT. STREET - DAY

The police cruiser with flashing green and red lights drives 
off into the distance. Another couple of cruisers patrol. 
All watching. All waiting.

FADE OUT.

THE END
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